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Emerging talent

The Government is encouraging more employers to take on 
apprentices or upskill their own people through apprenticeships. In 
April 2017, a new Apprenticeship Levy will require all employers 
with a wage bill of over £3 million to pay 0.5% of their total salaries 
to various charitable and educational providers, or invest in their 
own apprenticeship schemes. 

The upshot is that many employers are now looking to hire people 
from the younger, emerging workforce. But who are these people, 
what do they think, what are their ambitions and what will motivate 
them to join your organisation? Are they an alien race we can never 
hope to understand or do they have the potential to be a major asset? 

In this short paper, we outline our research into the next generation 
of talent and how you can go about recruiting them. The overall 
message is that Generation Z is just as talented and eager to work 
as the generations that have come before. At the same time there 
are differences that will require an adjustment in your recruitment 
strategies if you’re going to attract the best.
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Welcome to Generation Z
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Emerging talent

It would be naive to assume that any study into a certain generation will provide us 
with insights that can be applied to every one of its members. People are different, 
whatever their age. However, by identifying general trends amongst emerging 
talent, we can align our thinking to a mindset and way of doing things that has 
been changed by society, the economy and technology. To find out more about 
Generation Z, we surveyed 1,078 of its members to uncover what they were looking 
for in their employers. Our respondents were evenly split between graduates and 
non-graduates.

The Creed Emerging Talent Survey

What motivates Generation Z?

believe employers 
should develop 
their people

believe it is their 
responsibility to 
drive their own 
development

would rather have 
a better long term 
career than money 
today

said a job is more 
important than a 
social life

of non-graduates 
said money was their 
biggest motivator

of graduates 
said the same

74% 98%

88%

60%

83% 66%

£ £

In summary, whilst money is a motivator for Generation Z, many accept that they will 
have to wait for a sizeable wage packet. What matters most to them is the chance 
to build a career and drive their personal development. This is a generation that is 
willing to buckle down and even forego a night out in order to make progress. Good 
news for prospective employers. 

The major findings of our survey are:



Social media for recruiters
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They know education doesn’t prepare you for work

This finding implies that Generation Z still appreciates the need to learn on the 
job, and that excellent training will be an attractive prospect. The provision of 
learning and development opportunities will therefore be an important factor in 
attracting emerging talent.

15%

28%

24%

32%

Slightly prepared

Totally prepared

Totally unprepared

Slightly unprepared

We asked those who had left education whether they thought it had given them 
a good grounding for the world of work.
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They believe that Higher Education shortens your job search

The time spent searching

Whether this is true in reality, it suggests that graduates see Higher Education as a 
faster route to employment. Offering the opportunity to study whilst at work will be 
a win-win for many in Generation Z.

more non-graduates 
than graduates think it 
will take 12 months+ 
to find employment

Generation Z is willing to invest time and energy into a job search. Do you offer 
enough information for them to make an informed decision? Is your careers site fit 
for purpose? Is your social media presence effective? Are you likely to come up in 
their search results? If not, it’s time to look at your SEO and paid search.

0-2 mins 3-5 mins 6-10 mins 11-15 mins 16-30 mins 30 mins+

3x

We asked our respondents how long, on average, would they spend on a job search.
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They have preferences in terms of sectors 

Graduates:

Non-graduates:

P Creative
P Education
P Media
P Science
P Teaching
P Retail
P IT
P Healthcare

P Marketing
P Advertising
P Banking
P Digital
P Charity
P Legal
P Accountancy

û Logistics
ûManufacturing
ûCall centre
ûUtilities

P Retail 
P Media
P Creative
P IT
P Admin
P Accountancy
P Sales
P Social Work

P Banking
P Healthcare
P Charity
P Catering
P Digital
P Education
P Travel

ûEngineering
û Logistics
û Insurance
ûCall centre

If you’re in one of the preferred sectors then your recruitment 
job is slightly easier. If not, you’re going to have to work harder to 
sell the benefits of working at your organisation, focusing on the 
other factors that appeal to the Generation Z mindset.

We asked both graduates and non-graduates to name the 
sectors in which they hoped to work. 
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Where do Generation Z find the roles they want?

How do they research potential employers?

The lesson here is obvious. Your company site, career pages and employer brand on 
the web matter a great deal to Generation Z. However, even in today’s digital world, 
the CV application is still king. These results also demonstrate that limiting your 
recruitment strategy to just one channel would be a mistake. Press adverts can still 
be effective, whilst some social media that you might believe to be important, such  
as Twitter, are not widely viewed as an effective place to find a job.

I wouldn’t do any

Twitter

LinkedIn

Facebook

Job fairs

National job boards

Local job boards

Career advisory

Local newspaper

Recruitment agency

Job centre

Google

Send my CV

Glassdoor

Twitter

Facebook

LinkedIn

Careers Advisory

Ask friends and family

Company careers site

Google

Company site

Job fairs/events
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Application preferences

They want the same thing

Once again, applying by post or via online are the preferred means of applying. 
Have you got the processes in place to make this simple and quick for applicants? 
Is it obvious who to contact at your organisation?

Email a CV
Send an email

Online application
Paper application

Call into store/office
Open day/ 

Careers event
By phone

Video interview
LinkedIn

Facebook

Feeling appreciated

Security

Work/life balance

Friendly team
Good working environment

Great benefits

Location

Profitable company

Reputable company

Using my qualifications

Strong leadership

Grow my skills

Candidate journeys matter. Which ones appeal most to emerging talent?

This word cloud highlights the main themes emerging talent looks for in future 
employment.
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What were the initial salary expectations of our respondents?

They’re realistic about pay rises They want to be promoted

Generation Z is not demanding high wages right now. As stated, they are realistic 
about money and understand large pay packets may take some time to achieve. 

£5,323pa

£7,400pa

£10,000pa

£12,700pa

£15,000pa

£19,000pa

£23,400pa

£27,000pa

I’m not sure

6-10%
of graduates expected a pay rise 

in their first year

3-5% 
of non-graduates expected a pay rise

in their first year

60% 
of non-graduates expect promotion 

within 6 months

30% 
of all expect to work at least 1 year 

before promotion
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From our survey, we can say 
that Generation Z:
Appreciates the value of education

Knows education doesn’t prepare you for work

Is realistic about money

Is ambitious for opportunity

Will be in it for the long term

Doesn’t expect everything on a plate

Thinks career is more important than money today

Will invest time to apply

Will take time to research you – in a number of places 
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Generation Z is hard working, welcomes responsibility and is realistic 
about future prospects. In short, it’s a generation that offers great 
employees. 

Our advice is to put all your preconceptions to one side and give 
Generation Z a chance. What emerging talent needs is a helping 
hand to get onto the career ladder and start learning skills for life. 
They’re looking to you to make them work ready.

To attract the best of Generation Z you will need to use the channels 
they use to search for jobs. That will require a great careers website 
and you will need to clearly define why your company offers them 
good prospects and the training they obviously desire. You need to 
make it easy to apply and obvious where CVs should be sent. 

Your employer brand is crucially important in making you an employer 
of choice for emerging talent. Be honest, open and direct with 
emerging talent: they’ll appreciate your candour. 

If you’d like to know more about our research or how Creed 
can help you attract apprentices and trainees from Generation Z, 
then please contact us. We’re here to make your life simpler and 
your recruitment more effective.

What does this 
mean for you?

Emerging Talent
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Tel: 0161 359 5999  |  Email: hello@creedcomms.co.uk


